For each individual, their hometown, world, and all of our tomorrows...

ShinMaywa continues with its R & D activities for special purpose vehicles and equipment to meet next generation needs and to create better residential areas and environment. We hope to contribute to the realization of a more comfortable future.
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**ShinMaywa**

Contents:

- Sano Plant
- Samukawa Plant
- Hiroshima Plant
- Assembly Line
DUMP BODIES

Employing “TENTSUKI” Tipping Gear, the original designed and manufactured hydraulic components

“TENTSUKI” Rear Dump Body with Top Open Gate “F-GATE”

Three Way Dump Body

Hooded Refuse Dump Body

Refuse Dump Body

Rear Dump Body with Sliding Device

“TENTSUKI” Rear Dump Body

Scoop-end Type Rear Dump Body

Rear Dump Semi-trailer
“TENTSUKI” Tipping Gear aiming at the ultimate durability, robustness and moreover lifting capability

Standard Rear Dump Body

Rear Dump Body for Farm Products

Rear Dump Body for Sand and Gravel

“TENTSUKI” Rear Dump Semi-trailer

Rear Dump Body with Power Enclosure

Rock Dump Body

Product photos on this catalog might have optional equipments.
MIXING DRUMS

Enhanced transportation performance and efficiency with durable body structures

Large-size “MIX ACE” Direct Drive Type Concrete Mixing Drum

Large-size “MIX ACE” Direct Drive Type Concrete Mixing Drum

Compact-size “MIX ACE” Direct Drive Type Concrete Mixing Drum

Medium-size “MIX ACE” Direct Drive Type Concrete Mixing Drum
LIQUID TRANSPORTERS

With increased work efficiency and safety

"SUPER LORRY Jr." Petroleum Tank Trailer

Petroleum Tank with Hose Reel

Petroleum Tank

Aluminum Petroleum Tank Trailer

Special Liquid Tank Trailer
ENVIRONMENT REFINING VEHICLES
Contributing to realization of comfortable resources recycling environment and society

“TOWN PACK” Crushing and Compacting Type Refuse Collector

“G-PX” Crushing and Compacting Type Refuse Collector

“G-RX E3” Electric Driven Refuse Collector

“G-PX E3” Electric Driven Refuse Collector

“G-PX/BUNBETSU-KUN” Dual Chamber Separation Type Refuse Collector

“TOWN PACK” Crushing and Compacting Type Refuse Collector

“G-PX” Refuse Collector (25m³)

“G-PX” PET Bottle Compacting Collector
DETACHABLE CONTAINER SYSTEMS
Widespread materials flow by the integrated trucks and container systems

"ARM-ROLL" Detachable Container System

Detachable "G-PX" Crushing and Compacting Type Refuse Collector

Container for Domestic Refuse

Open Top Type for Refuse and Scrap

Flat Deck Type for Construction Machinery

"ARM-ROLL" Detachable Container System Full-trailer

Container for Domestic Refuse
“ARM-ROLL” Detachable Container System

“ARM-ROLL EZ” Detachable Container System for Light Truck

“ARM-ROLL EZ” Detachable Container System for Small Truck

“ARM-ROLL” Detachable Container System

“MULTI-LOADER” Detachable Container System

“MULTI-LOADER” Detachable Container System

“MULTI-LOADER” Detachable Container System
BULK TRANSPORTERS

To fully meet customer`s needs through advanced bulk transportation technology

“BULK Z” Pneumatic Bulk Transporter

“BULK Z” Air Agitation Type Pneumatic Bulk Transporter

“BULK Z” Pneumatic Bulk Full-trailer

“FARM PACK” Screw Conveyor Type Bulk Full-trailer

“BULK Z” Dump and Pneumatic Bulk Transporter

“FARM PACK” Screw Conveyor Type Bulk Feeder
OTHER SPECIAL GEARS

Labor-saving gears designed with putting ourselves in user’s place

Trailer High Lifting Unit (Max. 45° Dumping for 20-container)

Trailer Super High Lifting Unit
OTHER SPECIAL GEARS

Labor-saving gears designed with putting ourselves in user’s place

Folding Type Tail Gate Lifter

“MULTI GATE” Arm Hinge Type Tail Gate Lifter

Elevator Type Tail Gate Lifter

Arm Type Tail Gate Lifter
“SLIDE DECK” Load-Carrying Platform
*Optional equipment are included in these photographs.
*Specifications and dimensions are subject to change without notice.